
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 90, iss. 11, pp. 808 { 812 c 2009 December 10Compensation of �eld-induced frequency shifts in ramsey spectroscopyof optical clock transitionsA.V.Taichenachev, V. I. Yudin1), C.W.Oates+1), Z.W.Barber+, N.D. Lemke+, A.D. Ludlow+, U. Sterr� 1),Ch. Lisdat�, F. Riehle�Institute of Laser Physics SB RAS, 630090 Novosibirsk, RussiaNovosibirsk State University, 630090 Novosibirsk, RussiaNovosibirsk State Technical University, 630092 Novosibirsk, Russia+National Institute of Standards and Technology, Boulder, CO 80305, USA�Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, 38116 Braunschweig, GermanySubmitted 21 September 2009We have extended Ramsey spectroscopy by stepping the probe frequency during the two Ramsey exci-tation pulses to compensate frequency shifts induced by the excitation itself. This makes precision Ramseyspectroscopy applicable even for transitions that have Stark and Zeeman shifts comparable to the spectroscopicresolution. The method enables a new way to evaluate and compensate key frequency shifts, which bene�tsin particular, optical clocks based on magnetic �eld-induced, spectroscopy, two-photon transitions, or heavilyforbidden transitions.PACS: 37.25.+k, 42.50.Gy, 42.62.�bThe last few years have been marked by consider-able advancements in high-resolution spectroscopy andfundamental laser metrology. Recently optical atomicclocks based on either trapped ions [1] or a large num-ber of neutral atoms con�ned to an optical lattice [2 { 4]have attained uncertainties below those of the best mi-crowave clocks. These e�orts could ultimately lead toclocks with fractional frequency uncertainties well be-low one part in 1017. As we push these clocks towardhigher performance levels, we continually look for newspectroscopic methods and approaches that can improveexisting atomic clocks and/or enable new types of clocks.Spectroscopy of ultranarrow, highly forbidden opti-cal transitions like magnetically induced and multipho-ton transitions of the 1S0{3P0 transition [5] in divalentatoms or ions with zero nuclear spin, two photon transi-tions [6 { 8] or octupole transitions [9] with nanohertznatural linewidth su�ers from excitation related levelshifts that limit their applicability for optical clocks.Typically Rabi excitation of the transition is useddue to the simple spectra and the reduced probe light in-duced ac-Stark shifts. To evaluate and correct the shiftsthen requires systematic changes in the excitation para-meters and the extrapolation to zero, which is di�cult,as to cleanly separate various inuences. With two-pulse (Ramsey) excitation [10] shifts can be evaluated1)e-mail: viyudin@mail.ru, oates@boulder.nist.gov,Uwe.Sterr@ptb.de

by changing the dark time between the pulses, which ismuch more controllable.However typically in Ramsey spectroscopy excitationrelated shifts are large and can even distort the signal.In special cases like Electromagnetically Induced Trans-parency (EIT) [11] or when two shifts of opposite signsoccur [12] methods have been proposed to cancel theseshifts.In this work, we propose a universal method for thecompensation of excitation related shifts that is applica-ble to any narrow transition. In this method we stepthe frequency of the probe light during the excitationpulses to cancel excitation-induced shifts. This makesthe Ramsey method viable for a wider range of preci-sion optical spectroscopy experiments.The technique of Ramsey spectroscopy gives preci-sion metrologists an extra parameter, the Ramsey darktime, that can be varied in order to evaluate key fre-quency shifts [13, 11]. This allows us to evaluate the ef-fect of a given parameter (e.g., probe light) without vary-ing the physical parameter itself, which can sometimesbe experimentally problematic at high levels of preci-sion. Here we quantify the shift(s) by changing the sizeof the frequency step of the laser for di�erent Ramseydark times (duration and frequency are easily controlledexperimental quantities), until we �nd the cancellationpoint. In fact, we can null multiple shifts simultaneously,thereby reducing the number of parameters that need tobe evaluated. Additionally, compensation of the shifts808 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 90 ¢»¯. 11 { 12 2009



Compensation of �eld-induced frequency shifts : : : 809during excitation is critical for variants on the standardRamsey pulse sequence that directly reduce these keyshifts (and their associated uncertainties) rather thanjust compensate them; these will be described in an up-coming publication. Finally, Ramsey excitation can leadto improved stability when the measurement duty cycleis less than 100% [14, 15]. Thus, we anticipate thatshift-compensated Ramsey spectroscopy could acceler-ate progress for some of the most promising technolo-gies, as well as open up the possibility of using atomicsystems such as two-photon transitions, for which �eld-induced frequency shifts have presented a considerablebarrier [16].Under usual conditions for Ramsey spectroscopy weassume �xed frequencies for the excitation source andatom resonance throughout the excitation and dark pe-riods (see Fig.1). The net perturbation caused by small
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|gñFig.1. Illustration of the two pulse Ramsey sequence. 
 isthe excitation Rabi frequency and is shown as a functionof time. During the pulses we step the laser frequency by�step in an attempt to match shift of the transition fre-quency (�) due to e�ects of the excitation �elds. Duringthe dark period between pulses (T), the atomic transitionand laser �eld frequencies are unperturbed and evolve attheir unshifted values. Also shown is a two level atom withbare levels split by !0 and an induced shift �frequency shifts induced by the excitation (e. g., an acStark shift due to probe light) can be estimated fromthe product of the size of shift � and the ratio of exci-tation time to total Ramsey time 2�/(T + 2�). Here letus consider instead Ramsey spectroscopy for a two-levelsystem when there is a more signi�cant frequency shiftinduced by the excitation �eld (which we assume is inde-pendent of detuning around the narrow resonance). Thatis, we include in the derivation of the Ramsey lineshapea frequency shift � that acts only during the excitationpulses. If the atoms are initially in the lower level jgi,then the population of atoms in the excited state jei af-ter interacting with the two pulses is determined by thefollowing expression:
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�2 ��2 ; (1)where � = ! � !0 is the detuning of the probe �eld fre-quency from the frequency of the unperturbed transition(i.e. during free evolution between Ramsey pulses), 
0is the Rabi frequency, and 
 = p
20 + (� ��)2 is thegeneralized Rabi frequency.The formula (1) describes typical Ramsey fringes,where the location of the central resonance (as a func-tion of �) is the key parameter for our discussion. Thepresence of the additional frequency shift � during thepulses leads to a shift of position of the central reso-nance maximum �!0 with respect to the frequency of theunperturbed transition !0. To �nd an analytical expres-sion for the dependence of �!0 on �, we determine theposition of the maximum of the central Ramsey fringe.We present the signal ne as a Taylor series with respectto the dimension-less parameter j� �T j � 1 involving thedetuning �:ne = a(0) + a(1)(� � T ) + a(2)(� � T )2 + ::: ; (2)where the coe�cients a(i) can be expanded in the powersof �=
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0� = (2l + 1)�=2 (where�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 90 ¢»¯. 11 { 12 2009



810 A.V.Taichenachev, V. I. Yudin, C.Oates et al.l = 0, 1, 2,...). For the usually chosen case of l = 0, theshift (5) can be written as�!0 � �1+ (
0T=2) = �1 + (�=4)(T=�) ; (6)i.e., for 0 � T < 1 the shift �!0 monotonically de-creases from � to 0. For (T=�)� 1 one can rewrite (6)by the following expression:�!0 � 4� �T � = 2T �
0 : (7)In order for Eqs. (5) to (7) to be valid we need to havej�=
0j � 1, i.e., the Fourier width larger than the shift.Otherwise (i.e., for j�=
0j > 1) the line is signi�cantlyshifted and the central resonance amplitude can begreatly reduced, making the Ramsey method unattrac-tive. In cases such as two-photon spectroscopy and Mag-netically Induced Spectroscopy (MIS), the atomic reso-nances are shifted by the excitation �elds by an amountthat can be roughly comparable to 
0. Thus, it is nec-essary to have an additional shift that counteracts thisinduced shift, so that during the excitation pulses thenet shift is much less than 
0. There are several wayswe can generate this cancellation �eld. The most gen-eral and straightforward way is to step the frequencyof the laser �eld by � (i.e., !0laser = !laser + �) dur-ing the excitation. Then, during the excitation pulsesthe atom resonance and laser frequency are shifted byequal amounts and the Ramsey spectroscopy proceedse�ciently. During the dark time, T , the laser frequencyis returned to its unshifted value (in a phase coherentway) as the atomic resonance is also unshifted by excita-tion �eld(s) during this period. Even though the atomsdo not see the light during the dark time, it is criticalthat the laser light has the appropriate phase for the sec-ond pulse. Thus, another way to look at this variant ofRamsey spectroscopy is that here an atomic interferom-eter is used to determine when (i.e., for what value ofthe laser frequency shift) the atomic phase evolution isthe same during the interrogation and dark times. Con-versely with Rabi excitation, there is only an excitationpulse, thereby preventing this comparison of phase evo-lutions. Experimentally, the phase coherent shift of thelaser light can readily be accomplished with an acousto-optic modulator controlled by a direct digital synthe-sizer. Alternatively, the frequency can be �xed through-out the spectroscopy (at the shifted value) and the phasecould be appropriately stepped before the second Ram-sey pulse.An alternative way to generate the needed cancella-tion is available for types of spectroscopy that use mul-tiple excitation �elds that generate shifts with opposite

signs. This is the case for MIS, which uses a light �eldand magnetic �eld in tandem to excite atoms, with Ybatoms con�ned in a standing wave optical lattice [17].The second-order Zeeman and ac Stark shifts associatedwith the �elds used to excite the Yb clock transition canbe set to be equal and opposite, so the net shift is zero.Of course this requires that the magnetic �eld be turnedon only during excitation, which could be experimen-tally challenging for short Ramsey pulses. It would beeasier to step the frequency instead, but as we will seethere could be some advantages to folding both shiftsinto the excitation pulses. For MIS applied to Sr lat-tice clocks, however, the Zeeman and Stark shifts havethe same signs, so the frequency stepping method seemsappropriate. A third method would be to use an addi-tional, fairly far-detuned laser to produce a Stark shiftwith suitable sign during the excitation pulses. Thistechnique is quite general and could be used instead offrequency stepping, although it is more complicated ex-perimentally. Note that far-detuned lasers have beenused previously to generate advantageous Stark shiftsin microwave clock [18] and dipole trap loading [19] ex-periments.With the condition j�=
0j � 1 ful�lled by one of theabove methods, we can take advantage of the additionaldegree of freedom (i.e., the dark time) provided by theRamsey method in several di�erent ways. The simplestis to set the values of the excitation �elds such that theyapproximately cancel. Assume for example that we usethe frequency stepping method. Then a series of mea-surements of the frequency of the Ramsey maximum vs.the Ramsey dark time relative to a su�ciently stableywheel oscillator would determine the residual o�set inthe cancellation. Since the shift is �xed during the ex-citation pulses, changing the dark time will change onlythe fraction of time the shift is present during the wholespectroscopic period (duration of two pulses plus that ofthe dark time). We thus expect a linear relationship be-tween the residual shift and 1=T , extrapolating to zerofor in�nite Ramsey time (recall Eq. (7)). By making sev-eral measurements at di�erent parameter values, we canquickly zoom in on the cancellation values (see Fig.2).Alternatively, a series of measurements of the fre-quency of the Ramsey maximum vs. di�erent step val-ues for two or three di�erent Ramsey conditions wouldyield a series of lines that would intersect at the can-cellation step frequency (see Fig.3), �step = �. Thenwith the system set to the \magic" step frequency andoptimal pulse duration (
0� = �=2), locking the laserfrequency to the Ramsey maximum would yield a probe�eld frequency that is stabilized on the unperturbed res-onance frequency !0.�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 90 ¢»¯. 11 { 12 2009
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Fig.2. Theoretical shifts of the Ramsey maximum as afunction of the inverse of the Ramsey dark time, T , for dif-ferent values of the frequency step, �step. For �step = �,the line has zero slope and the shift is cancelled
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=2� = 5 Hz, pulse length � = 50 ms and probe laserac-Stark shift of �=2� � 5 Hz. The quadratic Zeemanshift is neglected. The curves intersect at zero shift, where�step = �The main advantage of this technique is a new capa-bility for investigating and suppressing frequency shiftsthat occur during excitation. With the Rabi spec-troscopy method, the evaluation of these shifts usuallyrequires a series of measurements of the resonance fre-quency over a range of intensities of the excitation �elds,whose changes could have unwanted side e�ects on theexperiment. (For example, magnetic �eld shifts in MISneed to be evaluated over a large range of magnetic �eld

values that need to be tuned and controlled to a highdegree). The shift under examination then needs to beaccounted for (usually after the fact). With this newmethod we measure and null the net e�ect of the �eld-induced shifts. Because this technique does not relyon an extrapolation to zero based on a series of mea-surements that yield a non-zero slope (as occurs withwith Rabi-based measurements of the ac Stark and theZeeman e�ect), we have more exibility. For example,if drifts of this value over long periods (e.g., during a24-hour clock comparison) are a concern, occasional in-terspersed measurements of the frequency at di�erentRamsey dark times could be used to check for shifts.We could even servo the step frequency to keep thisshift nulled in almost real time. Additionally, in certaincases we can null multiple shifts (such as the laser- andmagnetic-induced shifts in MIS) simultaneously.What is not immediately evident from this discus-sion is whether this method signi�cantly reduces the re-sultant uncertainties for the relevant parameters. If theuncertainty associated with an excitation �eld dependson our ability to evaluate the residual shifts (rather thanon our degree of control over the shift), the choice be-tween Rabi and Ramsey may depend on the idiosyncra-cies of a given experiment. For the case of the ac Starkshift of the probe light, the Ramsey method still suf-fers from requiring larger �elds (and thus larger Starkshifts), but they can be evaluated by just turning a knob(�step) that controls the probe �eld frequency to achievea null condition that requires no extrapolation. To re-duce uncertainties on this null value, we can generate alarge leverage factor by using short Ramsey interactiontimes (e.g., in Eq. (6), the shift becomes smaller withsmaller �=T ). But this advantage is partially o�set bythe fact that to achieve a short � requires larger �elds,which could in turn lead to larger uncertainties due tolimitations in experimental control. Ultimately, the pre-ferred technique will be determined by measurements inthe laboratory, with the possibility of redundancy o�eredby the two methods always available.This technique could also be applied to the caseof the two-photon spectroscopy when the probe �eldfrequency equals the half of the clock transition fre-quency [21]. For example, the dipole-forbidden tran-sitions 1S0 !1S0 or 1S0 !1D2 can be used. Hereit is assumed that the higher levels 1S0 and 1D2 arelong-lived (as, for example, 1S0 for He and 1D2 for Caand Ba). Two-photon transitions have fallen somewhatout of favor as candidates for state-of-the-art frequencystandards, in part because they have Stark shifts thatare comparable to the two-photon Rabi frequency [21].However, with the advent of hertz-wide laser sources, the�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 90 ¢»¯. 11 { 12 2009



812 A.V.Taichenachev, V. I. Yudin, C.Oates et al.associated shifts no longer appear so formidable, so thesetransitions may again be viable. The shift-compensatedRamsey spectroscopy proposed here is well suited forhandling these shifts and thereby would enhance newpossibilities for optical atomic clocks.In conclusion, we have presented a variant on theRamsey method that enables Ramsey spectroscopy tobe used with spectroscopic systems that have large ex-citation induced shifts. This method relies on the useof an additional cancellation shift during the excita-tion pulse and can be easily implemented. Moreover,this technique has considerable generality and could beused with single-photon, two-photon, or magnetic �eld-induced spectroscopy. Because of its exibility, thismethod could enable new clock transitions as well asbene�ting some existing systems [9, 20, 22], since itmakes accessible the usual features of Ramsey spec-troscopy and also gives a experimentalist another toolwith which to address the problem of excitation-inducedshifts. The advantage of nulling one or more shifts simul-taneously, rather than just evaluating them, may enablemore e�cient evaluation and reduction of their associ-ated uncertainties. As the evaluation of such uncertain-ties is a critical part of precision measurements such asthose associated with atomic clocks, this new techniquecould be useful in a variety of experiments.The authors thank L.Donley and R. Fox for theircareful reading of the manuscript. A.V.T. and V.I.Yu.were supported by RFBR (#07-02-01230, # 07-02-01028, # 08-02-01108), and programs of RAS. V.I.Yu.,U.S., Ch.L. and F.R. gratefully acknowledge support bythe Centre for Quantum Engineering and Space-TimeResearch (QUEST).1. T. Rosenband, D.B. Hume, P.O. Schmidt et al., Science319, 1808 (2008).2. H. Katori, M. Takamoto, V.G. Pal'chikov, and V.D.Ovsiannikov, Phys. Rev. Lett. 91, 173005 (2003).
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